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COMING SOON . . .
MALTA 2023
World Rowing Tour
Development: Tour Malta
and Gozo, 2023
The theme of the tour will be
adventure, natural beauty
and culture, and participants
will experience the diversity
of rowing experiences in the
Mediterranean Sea around
the islands of Malta and
Gozo. The tour will be
conducted in two groups, the
first held from April 2 to April
9, 2023, and the second held
from April 9 to April 15, 2023.
The tours overlap so that
rowers can catch up with old
friends from previous tours
who may be part of the other
group during the Welcome
and Farewell Dinners. The
boats will consist of four
coastal 4X+ and four coastal
2X. The invitations will be
sent out soon; watch the
World Rowing site for details!

WORLD TOUR WRAP-UP
by Shelagh Baker
And just like that, it’s come and gone! More than two years have gone into
organising the 2022 Bays and Islands World Rowing Tour, following Ontario
Adventure Rowing’s Peter Jepson’s original vision. 51 international rowers from
12 countries enjoyed the beautiful Bay of Quinte and 1000 Islands areas with
six days of rowing and many off-water activities. Some visiting rowers chose to
participate in pre-tour events at Montreal’s Olympic Basin, the Rideau Canal in
Ottawa, and post-tour events at the Rideau Lakes. Four international rowers
even came to the pre-tour preparation day on September 9!
The 2022 Bays and Islands World Rowing
Tour was officially opened by World Rowing
and the Rowing for All Commission’s
Andrea Ranner at a welcome dinner in
Belleville. Also in attendance were Rowing
Canada Aviron’s (RCA) President Carol
Purcer, Trevor Norris of the Bay of Quinte
Regional Marketing Board, and Belleville
Mayor Mitch Panciuk. It was an honour to
be entertained by David Maracle from
Tyendinaga Mohawk Territory. David is a
world renowned multi-instrumentalist and
carver who, through his music, words and
carvings, shared a well received window
into Mohawk culture. (con't p.2)
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SING ALONG!
Our thanks to Karin and the
Danish Crew for serenading
us and sharing the lyrics!
Tune: Are You Sleeping,
Brother John (Frére Jacques)
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Welcome dinner
Very nice
But the music made us
Fall asleep

WORLD TOUR WRAP-UP CON'T.
While in the Bay of Quinte, rowing from
Weller’s Bay to Adolphustown, the
participants experienced the tranquillity
of the Murray Canal, in contrast to the
more open waters along the route; a
welcome BBQ at the Trenton Rowing
and Paddling Club; lunch prepared by
the Conway United Church women; wine
tasting at Three Dog Winery, and a
wonderful introduction to the beauty of
this area.

Boats on water
Down the ramp
Busy like an ant hill
Every day
All the Captains
Different styles
Technical or social,
Want to “win”

A mid-week ‘rest’ day off the water gave the participants the chance to
move to Kingston as the base for the 1000 Islands leg of the tour. Prior to
an afternoon to explore Kingston, everyone visited the Native Renaissance
II Gallery in Tyendinaga.
Ten coastal quads were once again rigged and launched from Kingston
Rowing Club on day five of the tour to commence the 1000 Islands
experience. As the boats wound their way through the Admiralty and Fleet
islands, curious onlookers were spotted running for their binoculars and
cameras; a fleet of boats like this is a rare sight, even in these boat friendly
waters! The rowers were also busy searching for the bright shirts of the
volunteers on shore, signalling the take-out spot and lunch.
With the low water levels of the
late summer, each of the support
boats, in turn, found some ‘less
friendly waters’ where the river
bottom was unusually close to
the surface. One of the
volunteers promptly jumped in to
‘walk on the water’ and free the
grounded boats. (con't p.3)
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In a church we
Had our lunch
Homemade by the ladies
Perfect taste
Local rowers
And a dog
Met us at the leg-end
Wonderful
On a House-boat
We had drinks
Day was full of islands
Sunshine too
Motor-boat got
Stuck on rock
Almost hit a ferry
Missed that point
Tower visit
Island view
Dinner at Fort Henry
Mighty place
We are thankful
To the team
Everything was lovely.
See you soon
Row row row . . .
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WORLD TOUR WRAP-UP CON'T.
The rowers shared the waters with canoes, kayaks, power boats, stand up
boards - with both two- and four-legged paddlers - and some had the
opportunity for a close up view of a 1000 Island tour boat!
The late summer sun invited a few swims at the lunch stop beaches and for the
most part, the crews managed to out-row any stormy skies.
The Farewell Gala Dinner was held at Old Fort Henry following a tour of the fort.
RCA was represented by Jennifer Fitzpatrick and Terry Dillon. Following the
tradition of past WRT Gala dinners, rowers from each participating country had
the chance to thank the other participants and organisers at the podium. The
Danish crew, by far the most numerous, delighted everyone with an interactive
song that had been composed during the bus rides to and from the boats, that
summarised the fun and adventure-filled week perfectly.
For about 50% of the participants, this was their first experience of a World Rowing Tour, having mostly
toured from their local clubs. The other 50% had done many. The ten Crew Captains were named at the
beginning of the tour and although they stayed with the same boat throughout the tour, their crew changed
each day. This gave the opportunity to get to know each other better and to share rowing experiences more
widely.
It was wonderful to see old friendships rekindled and new ones formed. The sound of laughter constantly
mixed with different languages and accents was a memorable background to the tour. Thank you to all for
coming!
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FEATURE INTERVIEW:
ROWING CHAT WITH REBECCA CAROE AND PETER JEPSON
Rowing Chat’s Rebecca Caroe sat down with Peter
Jepson to talk about the Bays and Islands Tour and
row touring. Visit https://youtu.be/LoF6CcXkF5c to
enjoy their whole conversation!
About Rowing Chat
Started in 2013, Rowing Chat is the podcast network
for rowers, hosting ten unique rowing podcasts from
around the world. Learn more at https://rowing.chat

RELIVE THE 2022 BAYS AND ISLANDS TOUR!
Visit the Tour's Google folder at https://bit.ly/3ya56R4 to view and download hundreds of photos taken
by tour organizers, volunteers and participants! Our sincere thanks to everyone who shared their photos
with us.

TOUR STORIES
Thank you to all of the participants who took the time to share their stories with us!
Art:
“I was very impressed by the organization and the ability to cope with the various dramas we encountered.
My previous longest row was the Big Rideau and I figured that might be my limit. I knew I had a hamstring
issue from too long in a seat at a stretch and was suffering after day 2. But by the end it had all cleared up! I
had rowed through it. My sculling has definitely improved as well and it was a delight to row with others
who really know their stuff. The steering of the boats created some interesting issues - terrible oversteer
resulting in some erratic routes until one learned to control it. Most of all I enjoyed meeting others who
had a good outlook on life and sense of humour and there was no discussion of politics that I came across.
I met rowers who rowed phenomenal distances, very impressive. Finally, everyone chipped in when there
was hard work to be done. A great experience.”
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TOUR STORIES CON'T.
Steen H.:
“It was fun!”
Karin N.:
“I am happy to provide you with the lyrics of the song,
which I worked on during the bus-rides to and from our
daily rowing-tours. Saturday morning I transferred the
text to the paper roll, and then rolled it all up again (ready
for use).”
Bjorn N.:
“Thanks for the tour. I realized that the heavy coastal boat
needs more power to row than the "gig" boats so to row
about 30 km in these boats is equal to 40 - 50 km in the
other boats. So the distance every day was very fine. And
we were lucky with the weather. They said it would rain
and we had nearly no rain, but a sunny fine ending.”
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Fritz:
“In my tenth World Rowing Tour, I was particularly impressed by the flexibility, the competence and the
speed of the service of the organizing team.
Example 1: the replacement of one broken oar on the water (day 5). A spare oar was not only ready but
within minutes on place. Effective and efficient planning and foresight!
Example 2: Boat Nr. 4 had an unfortunate start (days 1 & 2). After repositioning the outriggers, the crew
was still not happy with the old-fashioned oars. Since we had lunch that day at the site of another
rowing club, your team replaced the oars with 4 pairs of newer club oars after a very short discussion.
Real service quality!
Example 3: For once, we were 1 hour ahead of schedule (day 5) and enjoyed the apéro on the
Houseboat in the harbor. It needed only one suggestion to Nancy to “donate” this one hour to all the
participants by organizing the earlier return to the hotel by bus. Flexibility at its best!
Many thanks to you and your team for enabling the participants a really outstanding rowing tour which will
remain in our heads and hearts for a long time.”
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TOUR STORIES CON'T.
Maria F.:
“Dear Organizers, Dear Volunteers,
We, Ruth, Rolf, Fritz and I from Switzerland, begin our great
thanks to all of you with the following poem by Leonard Cohen,
the Canadian singer and writer:
“Ring the bell that still can ring,
Forget your perfect offering.
There is a crack, a crack in everything.
That’s how the light gets in.”
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“We all came here to ring our bell with rowing in your beautiful
country. And while rowing we learned that cracks happen
despite your excellent organization. Cracks are part of our daily
life.
On Tuesday you had planned the lunch outside. But the
weather made a crack in your plans. Your solution, to have our
meal in a nearby Methodist Church proved to be even better.
With this religious blessing, the weather was from then on with
us.

“Another crack in your perfect offering was the broken oar on Thursday. The light got in, when the broken
oar was replaced with the well-planned oar in reserve.
“Even yesterday, when the security boat had moving problems, we experienced another biblical scene:
the light came in by Jane, walking on the water (like Jesus in the Bible) and freed the stuck boat. During
this week we all experienced your wonderful organization, which let us enjoy the ringing of the bell and
the joy when – through the cracks – the light got in. Thank you for the outstanding adventure you offered
us with high competence and passion.”
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TOUR STORIES CON'T.
Gerald:
“As it was my first participation on a World Rowing Tour and I heard a lot from “veterans” about previous tours,
I can say, my decision was absolutely right to come to row in Canada. The organization was excellent,
enthusiastic and well thought out, the landscape was great, the boats in good condition and the time schedule
challenging but most of all I found a really good cohesion of all the rowers from 12 different countries and the
volunteers. It was really big fun and as already said, the organizers as well as all the volunteers who sacrifice
their leisure time to enable us memorable rowing days did a marvelous job, but they are not responsible for
the weather. This belongs to the participants and I did my very best to cope with my 2% of influence but I want
to thank all of the other rowers for doing so well with their 98%. Contrary to the forecasts we had practically
no rain, when we were in the boats and this is your merit and for this I want to thank you. Thank you all also
for your camaraderie and for 7 fine days together in a breathtaking surrounding in Canada and I do hope to
see many of you again. I'll surely come back.”

GPS STATISTICS & MAPS
Thank you Homam for sharing the maps and statistics!
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GPS STATISTICS & MAPS CON'T.

Sunday Morning

Sunday Afternoon

Monday Afternoon
Monday Morning
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GPS STATISTICS & MAPS CON'T.

Tuesday Morning

Tuesday Afternoon

Thursday Afternoon

Thursday Morning
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GPS STATISTICS & MAPS CON'T.

Friday Morning

Friday Afternoon

Saturday Morning

Saturday Afternoon
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A heartfelt thank you to all of our tour
planners and volunteers, and to our
participants from around the world. Thank you
for making Bays and Islands 2022 amazing!

